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SET2020: Istanbul, Turkey -
Call for Papers 

SET2020 will be held in Istanbul, Turkey,
from 18th to 20th August, 2020. Hosted by
the University of Nottingham, the World
Society of Sustainable Energy Technologies
and Sunum Engineering and Education,
SET2020 will take place at the CVK Park
Bosphorus Hotel in the heart of Istanbul.

Istanbul is one of the most popular cities in
the world to visit and is spread over an area of
8500 square km: 150 km long & 100 km wide.

Deadline Date Action

Monday 6th April 2020 One page abstract submission

Monday 15th June 2020 Full manuscript submission;

Deadline for ‘Early Bird’ registration

Monday 13th July 2020 Submission of revised accepted papers

Monday 3rd August 2020 Registration & payment deadline for paper 

presentation and conference attendance

Monday 10th August 2020 Registration and payment deadline for attendance 

only – without paper/poster presentation

Because of its location between Asia and Europe, the city historically had a great
geopolitical importance. Around 12 million tourists visit Istanbul every year to see
the historical and natural sites of the city with lots of historical mosques,
churches and museums. For more information about this prestigious conference,
visit set2020.org and you can submit your abstracts on EasyChair here:
set2020.org/submissions/. This year for the first time we have an ‘Early-Bird’ rate
so that you can save €80 on all rates if you register and pay before 15th June
2020, so get your abstracts in now and arrange your funding in plenty of time. To
register, visit http://set2020.org/registration-and-fees/. WSSET members benefit
from a 20% discount. Pre-registration will start for early arrivals in the afternoon
of Monday 17th to avoid the rush the following morning.

www.set2020.org

http://www.set2020.org/
http://set2020.org/submissions/
http://set2020.org/registration-and-fees/
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Solar chimneys can generate electricity continuously
regardless of environmental conditions owing to their
characteristic structure. A typical solar chimney consists
of three main parts: the chimney, collector and turbine.
Solar chimneys produce clean energy even during night
time owing to the massive pressure difference provided
by the massive chimney. The chimney, as the core of the
system, is fixed in the middle of the collector and
supplies a remarkable pressure difference between the
chimney inlet and outlet. Geometric parameters such as
chimney diameter and chimney height are of vital
importance in terms of the said pressure difference.
Maximum air velocities usually take place at a specific
height above the chimney inlet, and a turbine is
mounted at that point for the conversion of kinetic
energy of air into electrical energy.

Numerical analysis: The present study aims to
investigate the dynamic pressure distributions within
Manzanares pilot plant for the solar intensity of 1000
W/m2 and ambient temperature of 293.15 K. Continuity,
momentum, energy and turbulence model equations are
simultaneously solved to achieve the said pressure
contours. Mesh-independent solutions are achieved via
CFD computations conducted for different cell counts.
Boussinesq approximation is utilised to determine the
change of air density. Triangular mesh structure is
preferred due to intensive curved surfaces in the 3D
solution domain.

Results and discussion: When the previous numerical
models in literature for the Manzanares pilot plant were
investigated, it was easily asserted that efficacy of the
simulation works was limited due to inappropriate
turbulence and radiation models as well as mesh quality.
On the contrary to the said attempts, the present work
enabled an excellent agreement with the available
experimental data owing to RNG k-ε turbulence model
and DO non-grey radiation model assisted by solar ray
tracing approach. Maximum velocity in the system was
determined to be 14.24 m/s, while it was reported to be
15 m/s in the measurement reports. Numerical findings
achieved for the solar chimney sketch depicted in Figure
1 revealed that dynamic pressure notably changed in the
pilot plant as a function of height from the ground.

Figure 2 indicates that dynamic pressure was equal to
zero at the collector inlet and chimney outlet as
expected. However, it improved toward the chimney
due to enhanced momentum effects. Minimum pressure
contours were achieved around the chimney inlet in
which the turbine was placed.

Dynamic pressure distributions in 
solar chimney power plants: 
A numerical research for the pilot plant in 
Manzanares, Spain 

Harun Sen, Erdem Cuce

Low/Zero Carbon Energy Technologies Laboratory, 
Faculty of Engineering, Recep Tayyip Erdogan 
University, Rize, Turkey

Figure 1: Structural details of Manzanares pilot plant with the 
boundary conditions.

Figure 3: Pressure distribution in the chimney as a function of position 
from ground to top.

It was understood from Figure 3 that minimum pressure
within the pilot plant was observed at a height of 21.92m
from the ground. At that position, the pressure value
was determined to be -100.18 Pa. From that level to the
top of the chimney, the pressure shows a linear increase,
and reached zero at the chimney outlet.

Figure 2: Pressure contours in the Manzanares pilot plant.
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Figure 1: The composite structure of PS/PAN/PS filter and its 
charge distribution.

Volume 12, Issue 1, January 2020

Particulate matter (PM) from ever-increasing
industrialisation has posed a serious threat on
human health and aroused increasing concerns from
the public in recent decades. The fibrous filters
which account for over 70% of the air filter market,
collect submicrometer particles through multiple
layers of fibres. It is imperative to design filters with
high efficiency, low air resistance and large dust
holding capacity. This goal can be achieved by the
electrical charging of fibres which induces an
electrostatic field inside the filter.

The polymer electret filter, which retains
quasipermanent electrical charges, could collect
particles by both mechanical filtration mechanisms
and electrostatic attraction. It can achieve better
filtration performance as compared to mechanical
collecting. However, the polymer electret filtration
still suffers from some disadvantages, such as
improper electret materials leading to insufficient
charges, unstable charge property and poor PM2.5
loading performance, which seriously hinders their
practical application in air filtration.

Recently we designed a novel sandwich-structured
micro/nano composite electret filters, as shown in
Figure 1. The composite filter is composed of an
outer-layer of polystyrene (PS) microfibers with high
electrical resistance, and an inner-layer of
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers with high polarity.

By electrospinning at the right humidity, the outer PS

microfiber filter has a low packing density and a

fluffy structure. It not only enlarges the inter-fibre

distance, leading to low air resistance, but also

improves the charge storage stability due to their

good insulation properties. The inner nanofibres rely

on strong dipole-dipole and induced dipole

intermolecular forces and microporous interception

to achieve efficient capture of fine particles. Due to

appropriate mixing of microfibres and nanofibres,

the composite filter possesses tortuous pore

channels, which extends the particle residence time

and enhances the electrostatic collection effect.

The proposed PS/PAN/PS composite filter

demonstrated a high filtration efficiency of 99.96%

for particles of 0.30 μm, a low pressure drop of 54

Pa and a satisfactory quality factor value of 0.1449

Pa-1 at an airflow velocity of 5.3 cm/s. Particularly,

the composite filter exhibited a more stable filtration

property than the commercial electret filters at high

RH and on loading process (see Figure 2). It only had

2.25% efficiency decrement and maintained a high

filtration efficiency of 97.51% after being exposed at

a high RH of 90%, which is 50% lower than that of

the melt-blown electret filter. This is due to the

presence of the interfacial polarisation charges that

are not easily dissipated between the non-polar PS

and the strong polarity PAN, and the high insulation

resistance of the outer PS.

Figure 2: Comparison of filtration stability of PS/PAN/PS 
composite filter and commercial electret filter at high 

humidity.

A stable micro/nano composite
electret filter for effective
PM2.5 capture

Rong-Rong CAI, Li-Zhi ZHANG

Key Laboratory of Enhanced Heat Transfer and
Energy Conservation of Education Ministry, School of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, South China
University of Technology, Guangzhou, PR China

In summary, through material and structure
optimisation, the PS/PAN/PS composite filter
overcomes the weaknesses of traditional electret
filter materials to a certain extent. It is a stable, cost-
effective, energy-saving air filter media that will
show superior performance in applications such as
HVAC.
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Low-cost efficient ground source
heat pump technology with
enhanced heat transfer “Efficient
GeoTech”

Blaise Mempouo1*, Saffa Riffat1, T. Elmer2, Adam 
Dicken3, Ben Atack4 P.Tyler5, 

1Architecture, Energy & Environment (AEE) Research
Group, Department of Architecture & Built
Environment, University of Nottingham; 2 Geo Green
Power Ltd, Wysall, Notts.; 3EPS Ltd, Yaxley, Cambs.;
4Positive Homes Ltd, Keyworth, Notts.; 5Solar Ready
Ltd, Finchampstead, Berks.

*Corresponding Author: 
Blaise.mempouo@nottingham.ac.uk

Volume 12, Issue 1, January 2020

In the UK, the “heating only” heat pumps release
carbon-dioxide 40% to 50% lower than other
conventional heating systems. The major drawback of
the vertical borehole heat exchanger is the initial
drilling cost and the COP, which gradually decreases as
the heat is drawn from the ground.

Source : Ref : M. Eugster, L. Rybach, Sustainable production from 
borehole heat exchanger systems, 2000, Proceeding World Geothermal 

Congress, p. 825-830

Our Aim
* To help address fuel poverty by making low carbon
space heating cheaper and therefore more accessible;
* To avoid the use of expensive, heavy machinery
required for conventional ground heat exchangers by
using man-portable piling machines;
* To access gardens & green-spaces which were
previously impossible for conventional GSHP systems.

Our Solution
Efficient GeoTech has developed a new ground heat
exchanger which has three key innovations:
1) The easy-to-install pile design means installation time
is measured in hours, not days.
2) Unique thermal soil stabilisation technique improves
the ground conditions without environmental damage.
3) By using electro-osmosis, the water in the soil can be
used to our advantage.

Our Results:
Compared to conventional technologies this new system
offers attractive savings, both in terms of CO2 emissions
and cost. For a typical 12kW installation the total cost of
ownership factoring in maintenance, wear and tear is
significantly less than that of other low carbon heating
technologies. This system offers a heat extraction rate
comparable to expensive vertical GSHP systems.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The consortium would like to acknowledge the financial
support and contributions from Innovate UK (project
code: 131821) and the Research Council.

mailto:Blaise.mempouo@nottingham.ac.uk
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An ideal spectral-adaptive NRC-DPT material would
have the following characteristics: during the
nighttime, it would be an ideal radiative cooler with a
unity emissivity in the atmospheric window; during the
daytime, it would be an ideal photothermal absorber
with unity absorptivity within the solar spectrum range
and zero emissivity within the mid-infrared wavelength
band. Overall, the NRC-DPT system mainly aims to
harvest cold energy at nighttime by radiative sky
cooling, and collect thermal energy during the daytime
by photothermal conversion. Thus, the infrared
spectroscopy, especially within the atmospheric
window, should be adjustable to improve the energy
harvesting efficiency.

We designed and fabricated a spectral-self-adaptive
material (SSAM) whose spectral characteristics were
driven by the operating temperature to achieve the
spectral selectivity shown in Figure 1. The optical
measurements are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).
During the nighttime, the temperature of the SSAM
was low, which caused it to have an emissivity of ~0.83
and ~0.75 in the solar radiation and atmospheric
window region, respectively. However, if going to
daytime, the temperature of SSAM rose after absorbing
solar radiation. In doing so, the SSAM “switched off”
the radiative cooling by changing the emissivity to ~
0.25 in MIR band, and simultaneously it became a solar
absorber with an average absorptivity of ~0.89. This
switching behaviour has effectively solved the spectral
selectivity requirement conflict between NRC and DPT,
and it was achieved by solely utilising solar energy
where no extra energy input was required.

Spectral-self-adaptive material
for high-efficient nighttime
radiative sky cooling and daytime
photothermal

Gang Pei1, Chongwen Zou2, Xianze Ao1, Bowen Li2

1Department of Thermal Science and Energy
Engineering; 2National Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory, University of Science and Technology of
China, Hefei 230026, China

Radiative sky cooling is a passive cooling strategy in
which terrestrial objects dissipate heat into the
ultracold outer space (3K) through the 8−13 μm
atmospheric transparent window. Meanwhile, the
photothermal effect is a well-known concept for
converting solar energy into heat, and it has various
practical applications. The two aforementioned
processes are based on a similar working principle.
Therefore, a single system that can both harvest cold
energy in the nighttime and collect heat during the
daytime can be developed, and such a device is highly
desirable for “round-the-clock” applications. However,
there exists a conflict in obtaining an optimal intrinsic
selective spectrum that is suitable for both the
nighttime radiative sky cooling (NRC) and the daytime
photothermal effect (DPT). Specifically, the NRC emitter
is required to have a high emissivity within the
atmospheric window, while the DPT absorber needs to
exhibit a low emissivity in the mid-infrared (MIR)
wavelength band (2.5−25 μm). This conflict of an
incompatible mid-infrared selective spectrum has
limited the thermal efficiency of an integrated NRC-DPT
system.

Therefore, we propose a spectral-adaptive material
which overcomes the infrared spectrum conflict that
occurs between NRC and DPT, and subsequently
develop an efficiently integrated NRC-DPT system. The
principle of this spectral-adaptive NRC-DPT hybrid
utilisation is presented in Figure 1.

The outdoor experimental results (Figure 2(c)) show
that, in the DPT mode, the stagnation temperature of
SSAM was ~185°C (~170°C above the ambient
temperature) under solar intensities of ~800 W·m−2.
During the NRC mode, the SSAM’s stagnation
temperature was ~20°C below the ambient
temperature. The excellent performance of the SSAM
makes it promising for efficiently and continiously
harvesting heat and coldness from the universe.Figure 1: Diagram of the spectral-adaptive NRC-DPT hybrid utilization.

Figure 2: Experimental results of the spectral-self-adaptive material 
(SSAM).
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To investigate the mass transport behaviour in a
nano-porous electrode, we developed a theoretical
framework that described the coupling of physical
and electrochemical interactions between reactants/
products and triple phase boundaries at the nano-
scale. The framework was developed through the
development of innovatively-conceived experiments
and multiscale modelling.

To be specific, we conceived an innovative method
for accurately determining the diffusivity of oxygen
through the Nafion layer by a microelectrode with a
definable TPB. The oxygen diffusivity in the Nafion
can be determined by measuring the limiting
current. Then we designed and fabricated an
electrode with ordered nanopores, which can solely
investigate the effect of the pore size on mass
transport without causing a change to other
parameters such as the specific surface area.
Combining with the EIS characterisation of the nano-
structured electrodes, the effective diffusivity of
oxygen in the nano-structured porous electrode can
be determined.

The newly-gained mass transport parameters from
the experiments were then combined with
multiscale modelling to study the mass transport
behaviour in nano-structured porous electrodes.
Unlike the models that have been reported in the
literature, our model incorporated the effect of
water liquid film and surface tension on the mass
transport characteristics.

As a result, an optimised design of the electrode
structure was formed from the knowledge gained in
the framework; the power density and precious-
metal catalyst utilisation have been significantly
improved. In addition, it provided a solid foundation
for the theory of charge, heat and mass transport as
well as the electrochemical reactions occurring in
fuel cells and extends the application of classical
heat/mass transport theory.

Mass transport in nano-
structured electrode of
polymer electrolyte-based fuel
cells
T.S. Zhao

HKUST Energy Institute, The Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, Hong Kong SAR, China

Polymer electrolyte-based (PEM-based) fuel cells
that are fed with hydrogen or other liquid fuels (e.g.,
methanol or ethanol) offer the tantalizing promise
of cleaner electricity with less impact on the
environment than traditional energy conversion
technologies. In PEM-based fuel cells, the cathode
remains the largest source of energy losses due to
two main reasons: the poor kinetics of the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) and the mass transfer
limitation. Recently, with the rapid development of
nanoscience and technology, the incorporation of
nano-structured catalysts into the electrode has
proved to be highly successful in increasing reaction-
specific surface areas and catalyst activity. As shown
in Figure 1, we have synthesized well-dispersed Pt
nanoparticles with sizes of around 3-4 nm on a
Vulcan XC-72 carbon support, and the kinetic activity
was improved and specific surface areas were also
increased with the reduction in catalyst size.

Figure 2: Schematic of the nano-structured porous electrode

Figure 1: TEM images of the 20 wt.% Pt/C nanocatalyst

However, as the pore size approached extreme
values in such nano-structured electrodes, the mass
transport rate of the reactant/product became the
rate-limiting factor in the electrochemical reaction.
As shown in Figure 2, the oxygen, with a much
smaller diffusivity compared with protonic
conductivity through Nafion, must dissolve in the
recast Nafion and then diffuse through the Nafion
layer to the triple phase boundary (TPB) for ORR.
Hence, the mass transport in the electrode became
the rate-limiting factor for ORR, while little is known
about the mass transport behaviour at the nano-
scale.
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PCMs were encapsulated in thin HDPE containers under
which are positioned pipes with water flowing inside.
The floor configuration analysed with the different layers
is illustrated in Figure 1; the layering is not standard, but
for a specific installation.

PCMs integrated in radiant floor
Michele Bottarelli, Silvia Cesari, Barbara Larwa
Department of Architecture, University of Ferrara, Italy

With the global need to reduce energy consumption
induced by space heating and cooling, along with the
growing demand for indoor thermal comfort, new design
strategies for radiant heating and cooling floor systems
are being widely investigated. Radiant floor technology
uses a lower temperature source for heating in
comparison with conventional systems. Furthermore, by
the direct heating of the floor surface they ensure an
even heat distribution which increases thermal comfort.
This technology is also suitable for the majority of
generators, in particular heat pumps and boilers and can
be operated with various sources of renewable energy.

Against this background, the H2020 European project
IDEAS – Novel Building Integration Designs for increased
Efficiencies in Advanced Climatically Tunable Renewable
Energy Systems – is focused on the development of a
novel low-cost building-integrated RES which will cost
effectively exceed current RES efficiencies, generating
electricity, heat and cooling and that will be optimised in
different climatic conditions. Specifically, the WP3
(coordinator: University of Ferrara) aims to design a
multi-source heat pump system able to balance the non-
synchronous energy matching between renewable
energies (sun, ground, air) and energy demands for
space heating and cooling by means of innovative
devices enhanced with phase chance materials (PCMs).

The integration of PCMs in radiant floor systems as
technology for space heating and cooling was
investigated by the University of Ferrara through
numerical and experimental investigation. The
commercial numerical finite element code COMSOL
MultiphysicsV.5.3® as well as TRNSYS software were
used for the calculations in steady as well as in transient
state. Calculations in steady state were performed to
choose the temperature of the working fluid, while
transient state was used for calculations to choose the
right PCM based on its melting point temperature both
for summer and winter seasons. Results obtained from
numerical analysis were further investigated and
validated through experimental tests.

The PCMs used to carry out the tests, as well as those
employed in all the phases of IDEAS project, were
provided by PCM Products Ltd, which is a partner in the
project. For the application in radiant floor, hydrated
salts were chosen, as reported in Table 1.

S27 S21

Melting temperature [°C] 27 21

Latent heat [kJ/kg] 185 220

Density [kg/m3] 1530 1530

Specific heat [J/(kgK)] 2200 2200

Thermal conductivity [W/(mK)] 0.54 0.54

Table 1: Thermal properties of selected PCMs

Figure 1: Floor configuration tested

Figure 2: Experimental tests of the PCM integrated in radiant 
floor heating technology

Figure 3: Thermal performance for dry and wet sand

Experimental tests (Figure 2) were conducted with a
room heating set point temperature of 20°C. The
behaviour of the system including temperature
distribution and heat flux were analysed and the
impact of using dry and wet sand (layer 2) on thermal
performance was investigated.

The preliminary results have shown that the highest
thermal conductivity of wet sand improved the overall
performance in comparison with dry sand (Figure 3),
and that PCM stopped the cooling of the floor for more
than 12 hours when heating was turned off.
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5th WSSET Innovation Awards 2020
Deadline for submissions: 31st March 2020

The WSSET Innovation Awards recognise the achievements of private individuals and
organisations in new sustainable technologies and encourage the wider application of these
new developments. The WSSET Innovation Awards recognise the achievements of private
individuals and organisations in new sustainable technologies and encourage the wider
application of these new developments. Innovative ideas are welcome in any of the
following areas:

• Renewable energy systems (e.g., solar, wind and biomass)
• Power generation technologies (e.g., CHP systems, fuel cells and anaerobic digestion 

plants)
• Energy efficiency (e.g., heat pumps and hybrid solar/gas systems)
• Low carbon buildings and future cities (e.g., low/zero carbon buildings, sustainable cities)
• Water treatment and desalination (e.g., solar water desalination)
• Sustainable materials (e.g., innovative composite materials and aerogels)
• Waste management and water recycling (e.g., households and construction waste 

management)
• Agri-food technologies (e.g., innovative greenhouses and food drying)

To enter, go to www.wsset.org/news-events/innovation-awards and download an 
application form. 

Winners will be announced at the SET2020 gala dinner in August.

SET2020: Terry Payne Conference Travel Award 
Deadline for submissions: 1st June 2020

We are pleased to announce that Professor Terry Payne will provide a conference travel
grant to eight FULL-TIME postgraduate students (PhD) who can demonstrate academic
excellence through the quality of their research. With the help of Professor Terry Payne’s
generous donation, SET 2020 organisers are offering free registration PLUS £500 to help
cover costs of international travel (economy flights) and hotel accommodation.

The deadline for applications is the 1st June 2020 by 8pm (GMT). The evaluation process
will be conducted by Professor Terry Payne and SET 2020 organising committee. Evaluation
of applications will consider the information submitted. Conference participation is a
condition of the scholarship, monies will not be available prior to the conference. For
details and guidelines regarding this award please visit http://set2020.org/news/

The SET2020 Committee will also award a certificate to Best Paper and Best Poster of the
conference to be presented at the gala dinner. Also, The International Journal of Low
Carbon Technologies (published by Oxford University Press) will present an award to the
Best Article published in 2020.

http://www.wsset.org/news-events/innovation-awards
http://set2020.org/news/
http://ijlct.oxfordjournals.org/
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WSSET exclusive offer – IJLCT 

The International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies (IJLCT), whose Impact Factor has
increased to 1.054 with indexing in the WOS and the JCR, offers a 20% discount to the
APC (article processing charge) for WSSET members wishing to publish a paper in IJLCT
(open access). This will cost WSSET members £915 (€1099) as opposed to the full charge
of £1144 (€1373). Authors will need to state that they are WSSET members when paying.

Please visit www.ijlct.oxfordjournals.org to submit your articles.

WSSET exclusive offer - FCaE

Also in conjunction with Future Cities and Environment (FCaE), WSSET have agreed a £25
discount to the APC (article processing charge) for WSSET members wishing to publish a
paper in FCaE (open access). This will cost WSSET members £475 compared to the full
charge of £500. Authors will need declare their membership details to the editorial team
when it comes to payment before publication.

Please visit www.futurecitiesandenvironment.com to submit your articles.

Renewable Bioresources is an Open Access (Gold OA), peer reviewed, international online
publishing journal, which aims to publish premier papers on all the related areas of
advanced research carried in its field. Renewable Bioresources emphasizes the advanced
applications of biotechnology to improve biological ecosystems through renewable energy
derived from biological sources.

Please visit www.hoajonline.com/renewablebioresources to submit your articles.

Volume 12, Issue 1, January 2020
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All WSSET members are kindly invited to submit articles for publication in future WSSET 
newsletters. Articles can be on a range of topics surrounding the word of sustainable energy 

technologies. With nearly 2000 members, the WSSET newsletter provides a great opportunity to 
publicise new ideas, technologies or products – all free of charge!

Articles should be no more than 400-500 words and one or two photographs would be very 
much appreciated. Submissions should be emailed to secretary@wsset.org

Furthermore please contact secretary@wsset.org regarding any conferences, seminars or 
symposiums relating to topics of sustainable energy technologies that you wish to be advertised 

in the newsletter.

Once again, thank you for your continued support to WSSET.

www.wsset.org

Donations are welcome and greatly 

appreciated!

We would like to remind our members that
WSSET is a non-profit organisation, hence
providing free membership. We would not be
able to play a significant role in consolidating
practical partnerships between academic and
industrial organisations without the help of our
members.

Whether you would like to get more involved or
contribute financially, please get in touch with
us at: secretary@wsset.org

Important for the repudiation of 
WSSET

Neither the WSSET, nor any person acting
on its behalf:

(1) assumes any responsibility with respect
to the use of information of, or damages
resulting on the information on this WSSET-
Newsletter;

(2) gives any warranty or representation,
express or implied, with respect to the
accuracy of the information, opinion or
statement contained here.

If you have recently moved, changed jobs, or changed email 
address, please remember to update your membership details 

or contact secretary@wsset.org with your new details. 
If you no longer wish to be a member of WSSET or you want to 

unsubscribe from emails, please unsubscribe here.

Thanks

Volume 12, Issue 1, January 2020
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